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IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) HandbookCRC Press, 2008
The IP multimedia subsystem (IMS), established as the foundation for future wireless and wireline convergence, is the bedrock that will facilitate easy deployment on new, rich, personalized multimedia communication services that mix telecom and data services. Designers, planners, and researchers of communication systems will need to make full use...
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Linknot: Knot Theory by Computer (Series on Knots and Everything)World Scientific Publishing, 2007
LinKnot Knot Theory by Computer provides a unique view of selected topics in knot theory suitable for students, research mathematicians, and readers with backgrounds in other exact sciences, including chemistry, molecular biology and physics.     The book covers basic notions in knot theory, as well as new methods for handling open problems such as...
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Supercomputing, Collision Processes, and Applications (Physics of Atoms and Molecules)Springer, 1999
This book contains 18 scientific papers setting out the latest  developments in the scientific disciplines and endeavours to which  Professor P. G. Burke has contributed over the last 40 years, prior to  his formal retirement in September 1998.  The aim of the volume is to provide an up-to-date survey of the latest  developments in many areas of...
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Issues in the Integration of Research and Operationsl Satellite Systems for Climate Research: Science and Design (Compass Series)National Academy Press, 2000
This is the first of two reports that address the complex issue of incorporating the needs of climate research into the National Polar-orbiting Operational Environmental Satellite System (NPOESS). NPOESS, which has been driven by the imperative of reliably providing short-term weather information, is itself a union of heretofore separate civilian...
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XNA 3.0 Game Programming Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach (Expert's Voice in XNA)Apress, 2009
When Microsoft released XNA in December 2006, it immediately became clear that this new technology would have a major impact on the possibilities for game developers. XNA was designed from the ground up with ease of use in mind, while not sacrificing performance or capabilities to achieve this goal. As a bonus, any game you create in XNA for the PC...
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Enterprise Recipes with Ruby and RailsPragmatic Bookshelf, 2008
Enterprise Recipes with Ruby and Rails helps you to overcome typical obstacles hidden in every enterprise's infrastructure. It doesn't matter if your Rails application needs to access your company's message-oriented middleware or if it has to scan through tons of huge XML documents to get a missing piece of data. Ruby and Rails enable you...
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Mathematical Formulas for EconomistsSpringer, 2009
The present collection of formulas has been composed for students of economics or management science at universities, colleges and trade schools. It contains basic knowledge in mathematics, financial mathematics and statistics in a compact and clearly arranged form. This volume is meant to be a reference work to be used by students of...
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RESTful Web Services Cookbook: Solutions for Improving Scalability and SimplicityYahoo Press, 2010

	
		While the REST design philosophy has captured the imagination of web and enterprise developers alike, using this approach to develop real web services is no picnic. This cookbook includes more than 100 recipes to help you take advantage of REST, HTTP, and the infrastructure of the Web. You'll learn ways to design RESTful web...
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Excel PivotTables and PivotCharts: Your visual blueprint for creating dynamic spreadsheetsVisual, 2010

	Master two of the most powerful features of Excel


	Even if you use Excel all the time, you may not be up to speed on two of Excel's most useful features. PivotTable and PivotChart turn long lists of unreadable data into dynamic, easy-to-read tables and charts that highlight the information you need most; you can tweak...
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Post-mining of Association Rules: Techniques for Effective Knowledge ExtractionInformation Science Publishing, 2009

	Since its introduction for market basket analysis in the early 1990s, association rule mining has had a lot of research attention, and it is now widely used in many fields, for example in retail, telecom, insurance, and bioinformatics applications.


	One familiar problem encountered in association mining exercises is that they...
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Mastering Joomla! 1.5 Extension and Framework Development: The Professional Guide to Programming Joomla!Packt Publishing, 2007

	Joomla! is the world's hottest open-source content management system, and the winner of the 2006 Open Source CMS Prize. Out of the box, Joomla! does a great job of managing the content needed to make your website sing. But for many people, the true power of Joomla! lies in its application framework that makes it possible for thousands of...
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Murach's Oracle SQL and PL/SQL (Training & Reference)Mike Murach & Associates, 2008

	If you're developing applications that access Oracle databases, you can save time and work by having SQL do more of the data handling for you: This new book shows you how. It teaches you how to create effective SQL queries to extract and update the data in an Oracle database. It teaches you how to design and implement a database, giving...
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